
I would like to express my concerns. I am very uncomfortable with being asked about my beliefs about the
vaccination and or discussing my private healthcare information. I do have some questions regarding the
safety of the Covid 19 shot and its effectiveness. When forcing and injecting a foreign substance mandatorily
into healthy employees should be of concern to all hospital staff and physicians. If you or someone in infection
control, or HR could help answer these questions I would appreciate it.

Here are my questions:

1. What are the ingredients of the Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson and Johnson shots? Can you provide the actual
insert from the drug company of ingredients?

2. Can you provide the OSHA statements and guidelines in writing regarding Hospitals to mandate
vaccinations?

3. Do you have adverse reaction data or data sheets on the vaccine?

4. What liability coverage are you willing to provide in writing to those who may take the injection and may
suffer debilitating reactions and or death from the shot?

5. What other vaccines (not FDA approved) are mandated in the Healthcare setting?

6. The Emergency use Authorization has stated that the EUA for Covid 19 should only be issued or granted
when viable treatments are unavailable. Are you aware that there are viable treatments such as Ivermectin
and several studies that show its effectiveness for Covid 19 infection?

7. In healthcare, we routinely discuss the use of informed consent which is described by definition as a person
must be given all information about what the treatment or procedure involves including the risks and
benefits, and whether there are reasonable alternative treatments. What reassurance can you give to an
employee to prove that informed consent regarding acceptance of the Covid 19 is provided?

8. What long term research (studies, articles or medical journal entries ) do you have on the vaccine as to
whether or not long term reaction will or will not occur post Covid vaccination?

9. Several warning labels have come out in recent days such as Anaphlaxis, Guillain Barre, myocarditis,
neurological issues, heart issues, along with clotting issue on the vaccines. Are you aware that there are
warning labels? Given these known risks are you still okay to mandate the shot knowing the potential risk to
the employee?

10. If the FDA has not officially approved the Covid vaccination, then we can assume that we are in an
experimental phase of the vaccine. I have multiple cases of personal people I know that have relatives that
have died or had severe reactions to the shot even months after injection. Knowing that this is an
experimental injection, is the hospital in compliance with the Nuremberg code by mandating the shot under
experimental guidelines?

11. Per the FDA, there is currently insufficient data to make conclusions about the safety of the vaccine.
Because subjects were only observed for 2 months who took the Pfzier vaccine. Because subjects were only
observed for 2 months who took the Pfizer Vaccine, the long term safety of the vaccine is unknown. Can you
provide sources/and or studies to verify all 3 (Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson vaccines are effective
and safe?



12. With herd immunity around the corner, and those healthcare workers who contracted Covid and fully
recovered and have natural antibodies, what research do you have to verify they still need to take the
vaccination?

13. If the healthcare worker received the Covid vaccinations, would they be required to take every booster
shot of Covid that comes out or a yearly vaccine?

14. As of July, 2, 2021 over 438,440 adverse events and over 9,000 deaths have been reported to the VARES
website after receiving the Covid Vaccination. Are there any other articles/studies you have that can reassure
healthcare workers about the safety of these vaccines?

15. According to OSHA, vaccination is key in a multi-layered approach to protect the worker. They state
"Vaccines authorized by the US Food and Drug Administration are highly effective at protecting vaccinated
people against symptomatic and severe Covid 19 illness. OSHA and or the CDC does not state that this vaccine
stops transmission (giving Covid to a patient and or keeps a healthcare worker safe) from contracting Covid
19. Unfortunately, none of the 3 vaccinations available have been approved by the US FDA so is there another
vaccine you are referring to and or mandating to employees?

Thanks so much in trying to answer these questions to help me understand the risks and/or benefits of the
Covid 19 vaccination. I appreciate your leadership.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------

Sample Letter #2

I’d be most grateful if you could please provide the following information, in accordance with statutory legal
requirements:

1. Can you please advise me of the approved legal status of any vaccine and if it is experimental?

2. Can you please provide details and assurances that the vaccine has been fully, independently and rigorously
tested against control groups and the subsequent outcomes of those tests?

3. Can you please advise of the full list of contents of the vaccine I am to receive and if any are toxic to the
body?

4. Can you please fully advise of all the adverse reactions associated with this vaccine since it’s introduction?

5. Can you please confirm that the vaccine you are advocating is NOT ‘experimental mRNA gene-altering
therapy’?

6. Can you please confirm that I will not be under any duress from you as my employers, in compliance with
the Nuremberg Code?

7. Can you please advise me of the likely risk of fatality, should I be unfortunate to contract Covid 19 and the
likelihood of recovery?



Once I have received the above information in full and I am satisfied that there is NO threat to my health, I will
be happy to accept your offer to receive the treatment, but with certain conditions – namely that:

1. You confirm that I will suffer no harm.

2. Following acceptance of this, the offer must be signed by a fully qualified doctor who will take full legal and
financial responsibility for any injuries occurring to myself, and/or from any interactions by authorized
personnel regarding these procedures.

3. In the event that I should have to decline the offer of vaccination, please confirm that it will not compromise
my position and that I will not suffer prejudice and discrimination as a result?

I would also advise that my inalienable rights are reserved.


